1970 vw beetle headlight switch wiring diagram

The following modification and upgrade recommendations will give you the biggest
grin-per-dollar for dollars you invest in your car! Most of the VW performance modifications in
this article are easily reversible, and do no damage to your stock VW. To help you stay in your
budget, this guide attempts to present modifications in the order that will maximize the
performance boost or drivability benefit per dollar you spend. Of course there are more involved
VW performance and drivability modifications you could do, but this article focuses on mods
that you should be able to make to your stock VW in a course of a just a few hours up to a few
days. Custom VW Shifter : price varies, 20 minutes work. You can never go wrong with a Gene
Berg Shifter, but these are pricey and you often have to wait for them to do another run of the
model you desire. The good news is that Vintage Speed Shifters are excellent, and readily
available too! So here we go with a run down of your shifter options! When we published the
first version of this article in the late 90s, there were only a couple shifters we recommended.
But now over 2 decades later, there are a ton of good shifter choices, depending on what you
want! Scat Drag Fast Shifters made a huge splash when they were introduced over 30 years
ago, and are still a popular choice. But if you want the tightest shift pattern possible, Scat Drag
Fast is for you. The Vintage Speed Short Shifter accommodates your long arms! Aside from the
actual H4 assembly listed above, you have 3 choices in lighting! Here at ACN we carry 3 levels
of lights. So they are a great option for you guys with meager 30A generators, or big stereos.
This regulator kicks the set-point voltage up to This is a really great upgrade for cheap! The
ones we carry are made by a company called Wheelskins, and the product is made and sourced
in the USA! We feel they are the best, and we have them for most stock steering wheels. The
next level of upgrade requires actually changing the steering wheel. The smaller the steering
wheel, the more difficult the steering effort, but the quicker the steering response will be! Since
you are most likely stronger than and drive faster than Grandma, you can take advantage of a
more responsive, smaller steering wheel, and you will also get more choices in color and style.
For years the steering wheel of choice for a nice VW was made by Nardi, a hand-made Italian
steering wheel. But with recent economic changes they have priced themselves completely out
of the VW market. Fortunately, Volante Steering Wheels have come to the rescue! We recently
brought in Volante Steering Wheels , along with their adapters, into our parts lineup. It is okay
to install them on Vanagons if you have power assist steering though! But as of the edit of this
article we combined them because in the case of Super Beetles you have to take a lot of the
same stuff apart to access the brakes, suspension, and sway bars. With Standard Beetles you
run into the same issues because the best method of lowering the car is to install Drop
Spindles, and you often have different spindles from Drum or Disc Brakes. On to knowledge and
recommendations! Drum brakes do not do this. Another good one is that in many most cases,
you may have brake parts that are already worn out beyond specifications! Rather than
spending a bunch of time and money to refurbish things only to get stock braking power, you
have the perfect opportunity to UPGRADE! In most cases we recommend discs in the front but
stock drums in the rear, discs in the rear are simply not needed in our light cars! Follow along
as we guide you along on your front brakes and suspension! If you simply do not have the
money for a disc brake kit, get the Super Stopper Brake Shoes for sure. VW tried to give us a
headache when they were changing the car through the years, because not only do we have to
worry about King and Link or Ball Joint front suspensions, but they changed from 5 Lug to 4
Lug wheels in for the Type 1, and made a change to a small 5 pattern in for the Type 2.! In the
rear no VWs of our kind had rear disc brakes, it was drum only. So rear disc brake kits are not
as prevalent as the fronts. Rear Disc Brake Kits are much heavier than drums, and we feel they
are not needed on our light cars, so we usually use disc brakes in the front, and drums in the
rear. They bolt right on and are about twice as effective as your stock units, and retain your
stock E-brake; be sure to replace the brake shoes and wheel cylinders, and check the drums to
make sure they are within spec. The problem with Type 3 rear brakes nowadays is finding them,
it has become more difficult over the past decade, AND more of them are very worn out, and
you wind up buying expensive type 3 specific drums and wheel cylinders, if you can find them.
But the price of rear disc brake kits has come way down, so Type 3 Drums are not your only
option anymore. For drum brake owners, we also have added our Super Stopper brake shoes
front and rear which increase braking power even with your existing drum brakes. These Super
Stopper brake shoes are an excellent alternative to the much more expensive and complex disc
brake conversion. Front suspension: Check to make sure your steering components are not
worn out or sloppy. This will also make the car run nice and straight at higher speeds; slightly
increased steering effort is needed at parking lot speeds. And if you are lowering, do you use
Beam Adjusters, or Lowering Spindles? Both SAW and Avis style require welding of the
adjusters to your axle beam! So if you have the skills and more time than money, weld in
adjusters will accomplish the goal. This reduces the tie rod angle, alleviating the bump steer

problem, OR giving you much needed room for tie rod clearance! If you want to install front disc
brakes with a stock ride height on your Link Pin Beetle or Ghia, get these! When you are doing
the brakes, be sure to get some Stainless Steel Brake Hoses since the stock rubber ones are
likely shot. If you are adding Disc Brakes, you can keep the Single Circuit brakes try them, see
how it works, they might be fine! The simplest solution if you need to change master cylinders
is to change to a Bus Master Cylinder which is 22mm bore for less pedal travel but bolts right in,
but the Bus Master Cylinder requires the use of the Bus Brake Fluid Reservoir which a lot of
guys prefer anyways because they are less likely to leak, but filling it is more of a chore. In fact,
most countries of the World got the front disc brakes except for North America They held out on
us! All of the kits we are listing here are compatible with the stock Dual Circuit Master Cylinder.
If you have a Beetle or Super Beetle, you definitely want to upgrade to disc brakes! They will
make the car feel more stable at speeds over 50mph. How to get rid of the Super Beetle Shimmy
is covered in another article. You WILL need to look at what you have but a quick peek under
the front of the car. While you are doing the disc brake conversion , be sure to get some
Stainless Steel Brake Hoses since the stock rubber brake hoses are likely shot. Last item for
attention on the Super Beetle are the 40 year old worn out Suspension Bushings. Just suck it up
and replace them, it IS worth it! We strongly recommend lowering the front of your Super
Beetle, since the rear is probably already sagging! This is a very common issue, and by
lowering a front to match the normally sagging rear, it really balances the look of the car out.
Sometimes you will need to trim back the metal a little bit with a Sawz-all or Jig Saw. This was
because Super Beetles are much heavier and simply need a stronger bar! No fun to do jobs
twice! Bus Type 2 : these had disc brakes beginning in models, the main improvements are and
older. These are HUGE upgrades to the lame braking power on these rigs, especially since
replacing all the components of the stock brakes costs a small fortune already! VW Sway Bars,
Front and Rear: Plan on 1 hour of labor per bar but the Super Beetle front bar takes a little
longer to install, because you end up fighting rusty bolts and nuts. Stock VWs came with only a
front sway bar â€” no sway control in the rear. If you want to improve your handling by
upgrading your sway bars, upgrade the one in front first, or do front and rear together. But
never add one ONLY to the rear without simultaneously upgrading the front. If you only have the
money to add just ONE bar, make sure to upgrade the front! You can then upgrade the rear at a
later time without issue! The standard heavy duty sway bars are fine for most street driven
aircooled VWs. Both work very well, and there is no clear advantage of one over the other.
There are several easy swap out seat options. A grinder, heat, and Kroil Penetrating Oil will get
it off. If you want the best performance possible, you have to think KONI! Once upon a time in
the 70s thru 90s , VW Owners had a really limited selection of wheels. These were stock style
wheels that were made in Brazil, it was basically just a stock wheel that was chromed. We have
them in. Wide 5 5 x mm for and Older in 4. Wide 5 5 x mm for and Older in 5. Aside from this
very common option, the style options for wheels are now incredible! The extensive use of CNC
machining has brought the costs down on wheels to unbelievable levels! Wide 5 5 x mm for and
Older. Porsche Pattern 5 x mm. Synthetic Gear Oil : 30 minute job. It will shift like butter in even
the coldest temps, and give a slight increase in mileage too! If you have a new transmission, do
NOT use synthetic initially during the break in period. You can start using Synthetic Gear Oil
after your new transmission has about miles on it, the new syncros will be properly broken in by
that point in time. So, get some Synthetic Racing Grease and grease it up. Another little known
tip is to drill the shock towers and install a grease fitting. Then fill up the towers with the same
Synthetic Racing Grease and it will keep out the moisture which rusts the axle beam out from
the inside! You took care of your car for Winter with the synthetic lubricants, but what about
you? We also have a Mexi-bug Deck Lid Seal for the engine lid. Add an Oil Filter: The stock
engine has a strainer, but not a filter. There are two ways to do this:. But this will not fit busses
or Type 3s because your rear engine hanger is right in the way. We put our reputation behind 2
versions. Many of these engines when rebuilt were changed back to the earlier 3-bolt cam style,
which is much more common. Aftermarket cams are almost exclusively the 3-bolt style. If you
can adjust valves, you can install these, but they MUST be used with shorter push rods. We
have 2 quality 1. We feel that 1. Really Nice and a great price too! Never buy them again! Have
your flywheel lightened: engine removal is required for this modification. Going to a heavier
clutch means you really need to 8-dowel the crank and flywheel connection, which means total
engine tear down outside the scope of THIS article. Beyond these, you are looking at much
more involved engine modifications, which require engine disassembly or machine work. Those
are jobs for their own articles! However you WILL get a no maintenance item unless you love
adjusting points and timing , which gives rock-steady ignition timing under all conditions. In my
opinion, this is a must-do modification even for stock cars! Upgrade your Distributor: this
upgrade usually astounds VW drivers! If you have a 34 PICT carburetor , this is the distributor

for you. The Flamethrower II Distributor has a feature which prevents electronics damage if you
leave the ignition on while the engine is not running. This lets you keep your old look, but have
super-modern timing control from your laptop! Replace your stock pulley with an Aluminum
Degree Pulley : 30 minutes to change it out. Doing so will make ignition timing much easier. The
stock steel pulley comes in five different versions using notches for timing marks. The easy way
out is to put the Aluminum Degree Pulley on, and instantly know where you are at. They are also
pretty to look at The Pertronix Second Strike Capacitive Discharge Ignition provides a major
ignition upgrade, and can be installed in under an hour. Another option is the Pertronix Digital
Capacitive Discharge Ignition, which is available in a super conpact size! Your spark plugs will
last a lot longer. Though some guys will open their plug gaps to. In return for the investment in
a CDI, you get mpg better mileage and your starts with a quick turn of the key even on cold
mornings instead of seconds of cranking before it fires up. A CDI must use some higher quality
plug wires. We recommend the Pertronix Flamethrower Plug Wires for guys who want to retain a
7mm plug wire which fits into the stock plug wire separators , or the Taylor 8mm Plug Wires for
the fatter plug wire look. We even have Taylor 10mm Plug Wires for race cars! This is because
the higher energy produced by the CDI can overwhelm stock or used wires. Leave the clear
distributor caps for the show cars they look nice but really run like crap! There are a few options
for you guys that want to retain the stock muffler, and just change the exhaust tips! This
replaces the stock pea shooters, with an unbaffled tube that is a lot more visible to boot. If this
is too much for your liking, there are other options. For mufflers, your first option is a stock
muffler. This is an easy bolt on item, and is a great way to start building mechanical skills
needed if you own a vintage VW! The hardest part of a header installation is getting your old
muffler off without breaking the exhaust studs! Our personal favorite for stockish engines is the
Hide-a-way Muffler which offers superb ground clearance and very quiet operation. If you want
to retain the stock pea-shooter appearance, you have 2 options. If you have a Type 3, the choice
is obvious! Every 6 months, you should inspect it! Leaking fuel hose is the 1 cause of those
smoldering VWs you see on the side of the road. You have many options, all of which require
more exhaust flow you did that already, remember? If you want to keep the stock carburetor,
know that it has a 26mm venturi if you have a dual port carburetor. Install our Super Stock
Intake Manifold! This intake can even be used on single port engines, with the use of the Single
Port End Castings. But note that if you are trying to get more power you should absolutely get a
or our Super Stock Carburetor. What we are saying is that your exhaust selection will have a
huge impact on your carburetor choices! So that being covered, we can move on with
carburetor discussion. If you already have the Weber or Holley Progressive Carburetor from a
junk yard or your buddy, you can simply get our null. For stockish engines with a worn out
stock carb or for someone who just wants a little bit more performance without the headaches
of constant carburetor maintenance, these are the carbs to get. Another carburetor that was
used a lot in the past on the Porsche is the Solex 40P In years past guys put these on their VWs.
Dellorto DRLAs are outstanding, but the company stopped making these beauties over 20 years
ago, moving to Fuel Injection exclusively. IDFs come in 40, 44, and 48mm sizes. Nice carbs for
street cars, but the factory making them has closed down so availability is getting scarce. These
are also the carburetor of choice for off road cars! Off road cars should run a center mount
instead of duals , either progressive or IDF. IDAs are race carburetors. Contrary to popular
opinion, these CAN work very well on the street! Not much of a progression circuit, so in
unmodified form, they are either off or on! Idle or full throttle. Many guys routinely report mpg
yikes! However, IDAs do not have provisions for vacuum advance which we feel is a
requirement for a true street carburetor. Weber DCNFs are getting to be very tough to find parts
for, and easily flood if the going gets rough off road. The carburetors are the same in all the kits
that WE sell, because we refuse to sell the kits that have the Chinese carburetors. We only sell
the Spanish made Webers. The differences in our kits are the linkage, intakes, and air filters
used. We can even upgrade the kit with lower profile filters and intake manifolds if the customer
needs it. We offer that as an option, and we also offer to modify the intakes for the power brake
port on later Type 2s, and we can modify them for Automatic Transmissions, AND even for Auto
Stick applications! I run either the stock carb, or any of the dual 2bbl carburetors. I see no point
in dual 1bbls, so I skip these for my own use. Venturi size the narrowest part in the carb throat
should be about 3mm smaller than intake valve on stock or mild engines, and about SAME size
as the intake valve on high output engines. COVID related supply chain closures are causing
more backorder delays than usual, and we are minimally staffed to comply with social
distancing. Thank you for your patience while we work diligently to serve your aircooled VW
parts needs during this unprecedented situation. We offer H4s in several versions, H4 with a
curved glass H4 with a flat glass H4 with built in turn signal Aside from the actual H4 assembly
listed above, you have 3 choices in lighting! We have them in Wide 5 5 x mm for and Older in 4.

You have the option on diameter and shape. Replace your VW fuel hose: Approx 1 hour. If you
already have the Weber or Holley Progressive Carburetor from a junk yard or your buddy, you
can simply get our null If you have decided against a Center Mount Carburetor, or have a
non-Center Mount friendly exhaust, you are in Dual Carburetor Territory. Engine Bore mm.
Engine Stroke mm. Deck Height inches - 0. Head Chamber Volume CC. Compression Ratio Enter
"8. Click Button to Calculate. All rights reserved. All images protected by US and International
copyright laws. No part of this website may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any
form or by any means. All Prices subject to change without notice or obligation. Not responsible
for typographical or photo errors. Sign In. Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs
Account. Of all of the electrical circuits in a VW Beetle, the horn specifically the ground circuit
seems to give people the most trouble. The horn receives positive power from the fuse box as
soon as the key is turned on. When you press the horn button, the ground circuit is complete
and the horn turns on. The ground circuit wiring and components change throughout the model
years. We've put together 4 different diagrams to help you when trouble shooting your horn on
to , to , to and to Beetles. First things first when testing your horn wiring is making sure the
horn is actually hooked up and then that it is operating. The 2 terminals on the horn are not
positive or negative specific, one terminal should have a black wire with a yellow stripe, the
other terminal should have a brown wire. With a test light, verify that the black and yellow wire
is "hot" receiving positive power from the fuse box. If it is not, check the wiring and fuse at the
fuse box. Once you've verified that the horn is getting power, use a test lead a piece of wire with
two alligator clips at either end clipped to the brown wire on the horn. Then touch the other clip
to the horn bracket mounting bolt or other suitable chassis ground. The horn should honk, if
not, your horn needs to be replaced. You can now test the ground circuit with the help of an
assistant. Hook up one lead of a test light to the brown wire and touch the positive side of the
test light to the black and yellow wire. Then have the assistant push the horn button on the
steering wheel. The light should come on with the button pressed. If not, you'll have to
investigate further. We are still processing and shipping orders from our warehouse as normal
even while our site is offline. We sincerely appreciate your patience while we are doing these
site upgrades. Our site uses advanced code and encryption that is not supported by Microsoft's
Internet Explorer Browser. So if you want a harness, order the sender! The "D" shape prevents
it from spinning while you loosen or tighten the nut on the engine. This is also used on the
Non-Starter side up to models. The more shims between the pulley halves, the looser the belt
will be. You usually need 10 shims. Test the new one before taking it all apart, the harness plugs
into the back, easy access! Old horns sound "sickly". We are in the midst of renovating our site!
If you already have an order in process with us, don't panic! VW Parts Catalog. Featured
Brands. Join Our Mailing List. Immediate shipment of requested products is NOT guaranteed.
Orders are processed in the order that they are received and order fulfillment time varies. Actual
product may differ in appearance. Please do NOT rely on PHOTOS while shopping as many of
our products have selectable product options that may change the nature of the product being
ordered compared to the representative photo. All information should be verified prior to use. In
most cases we are able to honor advertised price, but in the RARE case a substantial price
increase occurs, you would be notified and given the option to cancel. All products purchased
should be inspected, measured, cleaned and properly assembled prior to installation. Since
Aircooled. Net has no control over product installation, we will not be held liable for any
consequential costs or damages associated with products purchased. Gift Certificates. Battery
Cables and Parts. Emergency Flasher Switch. Headlight Switch. Ignition Switches Electrical.
Lighting, Exterior. Lighting, Interior. Turn Signal Switches. Windshield Wiper, Mechanical.
Windshield Wiper, Electrical. Wiring Harnesses. Volume 9: Installation of a complete wiring
harness on a Volkswagen Bug. The differences and progression in the wiring of both standard
and Super Beetles is also shown. Also includes modifications to solve the problem of not being
able to replace obsolete parts. This video also shows modifications necessary because of
obsolete components in case you can't find them. Volume The newest addition to the
Volkswagen Bug-Me-Video collection might just be the answer to your electrical nightmare. This
video will show you Electrical Troubleshooting tips for battery care, starting system, charging
system, how to convert 6 Volt to 12 Volt, turn signal arm replacement, ignition switch, how to
install gauges, how to solder and much, much more! Dome Light Switch Boot Door Jamb , Pair,
Econo are the rubber boots which keep water and dirt out of the electrical connection of your
dome light switch at the front of your door jamb. This is for a pair of boots to do both doors on
one car. Stainless Steel 12V Generator Cover. Being cheap is ok! Cover it up with this Stainless
Steel coil cover to regain your looks without the cost! Stainless Steel will not rust or corrode!
Does NOT fit alternators! It worked well and was the inspiration for this in a 12V version.
Chrome License Light with Bracket. Chrome License light with bracket will solve your license

plate mounting problems 12V light and universal mounting typically fits nothing perfectly, but
you'll be able to make it work good enough to be legal and maybe even look good if you are
patient! Sold per EACH. Bugpole Assembly Offroad Safety Flag , 8ft. These increase off-road
safety so much, they are not just recommended, but they are required in most areas! These
allow others to see you before they see you, so there is less chance of them doing something
stupid if you have this up in the air! Bugpole Assembly Offroad Safety Flag , 5ft. Fresh flags
prevent Flag-Whip! Quick Mount for Bugpole. Saves wear and tear on your flag, especially if you
store your ride in an enclosed trailer! The spring base prevents all the flexing taking place on
the pole shaft, so it's easier on the shaft. Chrome Cap for Light Protectors. Chrome cap protects
the protectors! Looks great in daylight hours. This one has a face that is undrilled for a custom
setup the way YOU want it! Rubber Boot for Sealed Switch. Rubber Boot for Sealed Switch fits ,
, , and Switch Guard for Sealed Switch. Switch Guard for Sealed Switch fits , , , and Sealed
toggle switches feature dust and water resistant construction. Switch body is sealed for LIFE
against moisture and dirt. It's a good idea to keep a couple spare bulbs around for when they go
out, they are cheap and small easy to store even on the road! Voltage Drop, 12V to 6V, Solid
state voltage drop is used to use 6V components on a 12V Car. Chrome finish compliments the
engine's looks. Fits all stock generators and alternator pulleys. You MUST check these regularly
for loosening! Machine finished for a fantastic look, combined with extra HD Construction. Kit
includes all hardware. This pulls the starter bushing with the engine in place but starter
removed! Does NOT include pulleys or fan belt! Alternator has reliable internal voltage regulator
to make conversion simple! Strap and backing plates are chrome! Alternator has reliable
internal voltage regulator to make conversion simple. Bugpole Bulb Protector, Choose Color.
This translucent Bulb Protector will give a little color for higher visibility, as well as protect the
bulb from breakage. Extended discharge will empty your battery of juice! This 30A VDO
Ammeter Gauge installs between the battery and your car's electrical system, to see if you are
pulling more current out of the battery than the alternator or generator can supply. This bolts
right in to replace the stock electrical sending unit. This sender is also compatible with the
stock gauge! This is compatible with the V and V Fuel Gauges. Comes with Flange, Gasket, and
Mounting Hardware. You cannot just use regular automotive wiring for this job, due to the
characteristics of the CHT Thermocouple. It is laser cut and CNC bent from. They are made to
look just like the factory design but brightly polished for a clean custom look. This is the
standard fan belt when using a power pulley on the Upright VW Bug engine. A worn bushing
allows the starter shaft to move out of alignment, and it grounds out and will not work! You can
change these with the generator on the car, use a length of thread to hook the spring and pull it
back! Headlight Lens, Stock, Beetle and Type 2, H is a replacement glass cover for the
headlight, it protects the headlight itself from damage and pitting. These are often cracked or
pitted to the point they block too much light. It provides interior light, when the switch is
actually working! Bulb is NOT included! Also Note: Wire sizes on these and most other wiring
diagrams are printed on the wire in mm 2. Engine Compartment Wiring. Wiring Harness. Rob
wrote concerning the wiring harness - One interesting thing -- the wiring loom. I found out that
this was apparently true on the earliest VWs 6-volt maybe? It'll be fun that's for sure. I have a
coloured wiring diagram, and I took some photos of the wiring mess before I pulled it out, but
it's definitely the most daunting task of resurrecting my Bug. My mechanic friend can't get me
the large rubber grommet where the wiring comes through into the luggage compartment -- just
not obtainable anywhere. I can't use a generic grommet -- the cable travels through the
grommet at an angle so it sits flat inside the luggage area. He has the WCM catalogue, and they
don't have it either. Might have to go with some electrical tape and mastic. Pity, but can't be
helped. Just a thought though, if I can find out who provides wiring harnesses in the US there
are one or two places making them maybe they'd know where to get one. One odd thing that
Speedy Jim has referred to -- the headlight switch is a major junction for the thick red wire from
the battery -- the power comes to the back of that switch and at least two other wires lead off to
the ignition and fuse block. Odd arrangement, though it obviously works! I'd love to redraw the
wiring diagram with BOTH colour and teminal numbers, but it would be quite a task. I don't
know exactly where the colour one comes from I got it from vintagebus. Hence the difficulty in
avoiding confusion. It wouldn't be so bad if the looms had been left roughly in place in the
body, as you'd then have a rough idea where they went fewer alternatives but starting from
scratch is rather confusing. It's getting there though slowly. I just have to be double careful,
getting it wrong could mean major burnouts, and it's not as easy to get RHD wiring looms as it
is the LHD versions. I got some useful work done on my '70 Bug this weekend. I managed to
feed the dome light wiring back into the body stiff wire fed down from the top and pulled the
wire back up from the front -- I was surprised at how well that went. The first wire I tried was too
thin and kept bending, so I found some stiffer stuff and got it through OK. Had a minor problem

finding the best path into the "window" channel - it kept getting stuck behind the hinge, but
once I got it started it only took a minute to pull it through. I also put the headlight wiring
harnesses through those pesky long rubber tubes under the fenders rotten job - very difficult ,
and finally got the headlight looms wired to the fuse box. Dave wrote - Schematics are all well
and good -- but I'd much rather have a wiring diagram that shows the actual layout of things,
with good clear pictures. Wiring Insulation. Dave wrote regarding heat-shrink insulation - I went
to the auto parts store the other day and got some shrink insulation stuff. Have you ever used
this stuff? Just use the minimum diameter that will go over the wires etc and the heat hair drier
should do it will shrink it tight -- it has a limited amount of shrinkage. Dave wrote regarding the
wires in the engine compartment - I don't want a bunch of wires dangling back there. It would be
nice to put all of the alternator and CDI wires together in one bundle if possible. Rob responded
- I've used electrical tape carefully wound around in a spiral on the wiring for the trailer
coupling. That looks quite good, but not as neat as heat shrink would. The Ignition Wire. But
insulation damage could have occurred on wires next to it. With no splices or other connections
or fuses in between? You can route it along the tunnel under the mats. Drill a hole through the
package shelf in the back or, better, under the back seat, go through the grommet for the
battery cable. That will get you under the engine and then you can run it up to the coil. By the
way, if it comes to replacing the wire, it's tough to route it the where the existing harness runs
over the fender -- it's filled with foam. Don't disturb the harness. The Ignition Switch. Regarding
ignition switch replacement, Dave wrote - I searched our Web site and found that we have
nothing regarding replacement of the ignition switch. It's a pain in the backside to replace. Note:
By the way, if you do have to replace the ignition switch, don't use any tools to remove the
padded batwing horn "button". Just use fingers to pull each of the four corners off. Dave asked
- Would I attach this "jumper" directly to the ignition switch? Is the attachment point obvious?
Jim responded - The Black wire from the ignition switch goes to Fuse 11, There is NO fuse in
the coil circuit; those two fuses were just a convenient spot for VW to make the connection. So,
you could come off there. You want the side of the fuses which has a small brass jumper
between them. Dave wrote - It seems to me that running a jumper from Fuse 12 would be the
more valid test. If I hook it up this way and get 12 volts at the coil, then I know that the wire from
the switch to the coil has been damaged. There wouldn't be any thing else it could be. Does that
make sense? Jim responded - Yes, that's a good test. But, I think we can say that the ignition
switch is okay that is, the section that feeds the coil because the "Alt" and "Oil" lights come on.
If that part of the switch were bad, they would not come on. But it might narrow down where the
break is. I got 12 volts there at the fuse, which tells me that the ignition switch is GOOD, and
either the starter motor is bad or there is a discontinuity somewhere in the wire back to the coil.
The Starter Motor. The only real test you can do on the starter motor is to bypass all of the
ignition switch wiring and test it directly by shorting out the little terminal on the starter to the
big terminal which in fact is what the ignition switch does. This can be done in two ways in
both, make sure the car is in neutral and the hand brake is on -. Place a screwdriver across the
starter terminals. This is very awkward to do, and the car would have to be raised and the right
rear wheel removed to provide access. Use a short length of wire or perhaps a pair of pliers with
the jaws slightly open directly from the small wire contact to the large wire contact on the
starter. If the starter spins normally, the problem is likely to be in the electrical part of the
ignition switch. See the discussion of The Ignition Switch above. If the starter is still reluctant,
then it's the starter motor itself. Note: Dave tried the following starter motor test first
recommended by "Speedy Jim" because it's easier. If you hear the starter motor running, it is
good. Otherwise it will have to be replaced. Shorts and Re-Wiring. Dave had an embarrassing
"school of hard knocks" experience related to what can happen when the insulation on a wire
rubs off, causing a "short. Then about two blocks from home, at about 25 mph, it did it again!
Only this time it also backfired! Dave coasted to a stop at the curb in front of our house, and
that was it. The car would not start. So of course Dave stuck his head into the engine
compartment and started poking around. Suddenly he discovered that the wire to the backup
lights was fried from the the in-line fuse back to the junction with all the others from the ignition
switch, which then provides power to the CDI unit, the electronic ignition, the idle cut-off valve,
and the choke see our article on CDI Wiring for wiring details. The insulation on the backup
lights wire was burned off from one end to the other! Apparently vibration and rubbing caused a
short wore a hole in the insulation on the backup lights wire and burned off the insulation. Dave
got busy and removed the ground strap from the battery, then got out his spare electrical wiring
and patched in a new piece between the fuse in the back-up line which amazingly did NOT blow!
But nothing. John Connolly Aircooled. Net agreed. He wrote - If you have a CDI, then you don't
have 12volts at the coil. Do you have 12 volts at the Compufire? Dave responded - I presume
that unless the wire from the ignition switch has fried, I should have 12V at the Compufire, since

the pink wire that goes to it splices directly into the wire from the ignition switch. But, realizing
that he didn't have power to the coil, there was no point doing either of these things. Dave
peeked into the distributor and found nothing looked amiss. Dave narrowed the problem down
to one of three things -. Fuses - General Discussion. Dave wrote to Rob - When we bought our
'73 SB a year ago one of the first things I noticed was that the fuse box was in a shambles -several different kinds of fuses, wrong amperages, etc. The previous owner said somebody had
rewired it and it was all messed up. So I got out the book and tested each fuse one at a time and
found that it was wired correctly, the fuses were just wrong. So I bought a complete set and
replaced them all according to the book. I figured out which fuse goes to what for everything
except the cigarette lighter. I can't find it on any wiring diagram. My son also plugs his CD
player into it. I just happened to notice that it does not appear on the wiring diagram, and
considering the amps it must draw I wondered about the fuse. Rob responded - Most cigarette
lighters use about 8 amps, so a fuse of amps would be about right. That should work for the
mini heater too. I've never seen anything like this which draws more than 8 amps watts. Fuse
Layout - through Standard Beetle. This fuse is 8-amp white in This fuse is 16 amp red in Fuse
Layout - and later Super Beetles. Note: Dave has his radio attached to fuse 8 so that the radio
goes off when the key is turned off, reducing the draw on the battery. And, as you say, there are
at least two other in-line fuses, one for the backup lights in the engine compartment and one
under the back seat for the rear window defogger. I also found one under the dash amid the
jumble of wires going to and from the fuse holder. What Causes Fuses to Blow? The fuse value
may be too low. The fuses under the dash are usually colour-coded and you may have used one
too-low in value they also have the size stamped on them. If your car is semi-automatic, there
should also be a fuse in the engine bay for the clutch mechanism. Dirty wiring, dirty contacts or
rubbing wiring can cause fuses to blow. These problems are sometimes hard to track down -- a
careful look at all parts of the affected wiring will usually track down the cause of the blown
fuse. Again, for semi-automatics -- there is a switch in the gear shift lever which activates the
clutch mechanism, and this wiring must move with the stick so is possibily rubbing on
something. Both have wiring diagrams in the back of the book. It's out of print now but can still
be found easily in old bookshops, swap meets and at many public libraries. See Backup Lights.
Miscellaneous Wires in the Engine Compartment - Discussion. Dave wrote - I'm going to mount
a power connection block on the fan housing, to which all of the wires will be connected - power
in on one side, all of the other various wires to the CDI unit, Compufire, choke, idle cut-off, and
backup lights out the other. It sure is going to spruce up my engine compartment! For more
information, see Dave's article on Engine Compartment Wiring. Dave expressed concern about
a dangling wire in the bundle coming down from the left side of the engine compartment that
includes the hot wire to the coil. On mine, the wire goes to the coil, and then loops round the
carburetor to the choke and idle cut-off, in one continuous connection. I think the dangling wire
originally went to the oil pressure sensor. Dave later learned that the dangling wire he was
concerned about when to the diagnostic terminal in the engine compartment. Dave wrote - The
in-line fuse in the wire to the backup lights is just sitting there, attached to the fan shroud no
fuse in it, of course , not attached to anything on either end. The schematic shows it coming
from the ignition switch. The wire that goes on from the fuse to the back up lights is there,
wrapped up with a tie and tucked away back behind the fan housing. Miscellaneous Questions
and Answers. Do you know of an online source for wiring diagrams? Rob responded - Type2.
The person continued - The bug has had different stereos and other obvious work in the dash
area; so anything could have become unwired. When I took the old wiper motor out there were
four wires attached to the upper terminal strip and one wire connected to the single lower
terminal. Rob responded - Those four wires all need to be connected -- you need all four to give
you the two wiper speeds. Also visit Speedy Jim's Home Page. Speedy is a VW electrical guru,
and has lots of mini diagrams for each component. The wiper wiring is a problem area for me.
I'm a "slow" electrician, so have to follow each individual wire to make doubly sure. That's not a
LOT of help I know, but if you download the wiring diagrams, that should help. If you find the
colour diagram hard to follow since those ones don't have the connector numbers on each
component download the aussie diagram on the Type2. Between the two you may be able to
work it out. The aussie one may not be exactly the same as yours, US bugs had more features
but the connector numbers are identical, where used. Rob responded - You can buy a complete
wiring harness -- try John Connolly Aircooled. If John there hasn't got them he'll know where to
get them -- his email is technicalquestions aircooled. Rewiring is a pain I'm very slow at it but
there are good wiring diagrams at Type2. These colour diagrams don't have the connector
numbers for each component marked, but if you also download the Aussie wiring diagram on
the same site I supplied that diagram to the site it DOES have the connector numbers, so
between the two the wiring is not too bad to do. The Aussie diagram does not have reversing

lights or rear window demister, so it's not exactly the same, but the common components use
the same connector numbers, so there only the "missing" components to head-scratch over.
The front headlight wiring may be slightly different too -- you guys had sealed beams and the
parking lights were in the fitting on top of the fender with the blinkers if I remember right - we
kept the bulb and reflector headlights which have the parkers built in to the main reflector
Europeans call them City Lights because they make the whole headlight glow but don't make
any glare - used in some cities rather than the headlights themselves. Design by Erin. I think I
would simply run a new temporary wire from up front to the coil. This can be done in two ways
in both, make sure the car is in neutral and the hand brake is on - The direct method - Place a
screwdriver across the starter terminals. The "under-the-seat" method - Note: Dave tried the
following starter motor test first recommended by "Speedy Jim" because it's easier. Lift up or
remove the rear seat. Remove the plastic insulation from this splice. Make a jumper with an
alligator clip on one end and any kind of fitting on the other. Dave was delighted when he ran
this test to hear the starter motor spinning merrily. Note: This information regarding fuses in the
following two lists is taken from the Haynes VW Automotive Repair Manual, - And, as you say,
there are at least two other in-line fuses, one for the backup lights in the engine compartment
and one under the back seat for the rear window defogger. Introduction This policy implements
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